Global Compliance and Reporting Solutions (GCRS)

International Coordination Service for your business activities managed from France with the assistance of Grant Thornton International’s team.
Companies growing at a global level face numerous and time consuming challenges. From a practical point of view this often includes the management of complex tax, accounting, legal and social issues in those countries where companies are developing.

The International Business Advisory Services (IBAS) department of Grant Thornton offers the Global Compliance and Reporting Solutions (GCRS) in order to assist companies that are developing at an international level. We can assure a follow up of all matters relating to compliance, and our experts will be your sole point of contact during the management of your complex projects. A standardised and secured approach to the project will be put in place via a global and innovative platform.

Our solutions

- **The realisation of an international compliance diagnosis**, identifying and mapping out the local regulatory obligations that are applicable to your company.
- **Access to all centralised data via a personalised platform** - with the goal of obtaining an overall view of the process in real time.
- **The setting up of a regulatory framework** in order to anticipate any future requirements or obligations.
- **The assurance of outstanding quality** of deliverables.
- **A totally controlled management** of a project through the provision of concrete KPIs and reports.

Our added value

- **An available and international team**: Our team is composed of proactive professionals with technical knowledge obtained throughout the world.
- **An outstanding quality of service**: 8.8/10 based on the 2021* index of the client satisfaction survey.
- **Exceptionally proactive**: Our professionals are fully involved and committed to the success of your projects.
- **A truly global network**: Access to our structured and diversified international network.
- **A strategic implantation in Europe**: IBAS is situated in Paris, at the very heart of Europe.

* Results of our client satisfaction survey launched in France in 2021.

Client testimony

"Grant Thornton IBAS team have been very supportive and reliable, and have provided a great support in the coordination of a global project. They saved us a lot of time and helped us to reach our internal goals with in the deadlines."

"The international service is definitely helping Grant Thornton to provide better quality services to your customers."

"The international coordination services has simplified the exchanging and tracking of information. We now have a global overview of all the processes and we are assured that all tasks are accomplished on time."
Client satisfaction

*A high level of customer satisfaction*

Our customers recognize our quality of service:

- 8.8/10 of global satisfaction*
- 97% of historical client satisfied

*Results of our client satisfaction survey launched in France in 2021

**Grant Thornton France**

- **210 M€** global revenue
- **5th** country in the network
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**Grant Thornton International Ltd**
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- **130** countries
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